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Abstract—In this paper, an efficient relative pose esti-
mation method based on multimicroscopic vision is pre-
sented for the alignment of long cylindrical components in
six degree-of-freedom in the 3-D space. First, the relative
pose estimation method measures the relative orientation
errors between components in a coarse-to-fine manner. The
coarse relative orientation estimation reflects the average
orientation difference among multiedges and it promises
the relative orientation errors can converge to a limited
extent rapidly. The fine relative orientation estimation is
to detect whether the components will interfere with each
other in the insertion process and it provides higher orien-
tation measurement accuracy under multilateral constraint
circumstance. The method to determine the invisible fea-
ture lines of long cylindrical components of prism shape
with odd edges for relative position error estimation is dis-
cussed in detail. Afterward, the relative position between
components is measured by side-view cameras using the
feature lines. In addition, the method to calibrate the optical
axis of microscopic camera is also presented. The relative
pose estimation method can reliably estimate the relative
pose between long cylindrical components of prism shape
with odd edges. Alignment experiments and results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed relative pose esti-
mation method.

Index Terms—3-D alignment, assembly, feature extrac-
tion, image Jacobian matrix, long cylindrical components,
multimicroscopic vision, optical axis calibration, relative
pose estimation, vision sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A SSEMBLY and manipulation in high precision have
drawn more and more attention in the domain of advanced

manufacturing due to its significant advantages in the fields of
photoelectronic engineering, biotechnology, medical science,
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and microelectromechanism system [1]–[4]. In the field of pre-
cision assembly, the peg-in-hole assembly is a canonical and
most frequent assembly operation [5]. Up to now, different rela-
tive pose estimation methods together with alignment strategies
and assembly systems have been developed to realize the align-
ing and assembly for different peg-in-hole components. As one
of the common and main terms in the domain of precision assem-
bly, the assembly of long cylindrical components of prism shape
with odd edges has not been sufficiently investigated. This kind
of components is very common in the radar antenna systems,
normally known as traveling wave tube (TWT) [6], [7]. As a
high-frequency module, the heat dissipation capability of TWT
has always been the focus in TWT fabrication, because the heat
dissipation capability affects the performance of TWT in loss
and efficiency [8], [9]. The main influence factor that determines
the heat dissipation capability of TWT is the fabrication accu-
racy [10]. Traditionally, TWT is fabricated manually, which is
difficult to ensure high assembly accuracy. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to develop effective alignment strategy for the assembly
of long cylindrical components, and as the basis for alignment
progress, relative pose estimation for long cylindrical compo-
nents always comes first and is worthy of deep investigation.

Precision assembly can be viewed as sequences of precision
manipulation with the objective of assembling components to-
gether, which can be classified into parallel assembly and serial
assembly [11]. Compared with the parallel assembly, serial as-
sembly has much lower efficiency. However, serial assembly is
more suited for the production of complex microsystem with
more functions, for its ability of assembling microparts of vary-
ing shapes and types with high precision and flexibility [12].
For serial assembly, the assembly task can be divided into two
subtasks, such as alignment and insertion generally [13]. The
alignment is to make sure the components have the same pose
in Cartesian space and are ready for insertion.

Traditionally, microscopic vision is necessary for precision
assembly system for it offers essential observation methods
for precision assembly with a noncontact manner [14]. Many
researches have been reported for measurement and control
of components’ position and pose [15], autofocus algorithm
[16], depth information acquisition [17], and vision system cal-
ibration and control methods [18] based on microscopic vi-
sion. Microscopic vision follows the pin-hole model, whose
imaging process can be explained by perspective projection
[31]. Since microscopic vision has low depth of field and
small field of view (FOV), perspective projection degrades to
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Fig. 1. System Configuration Scheme.

weak-perspective projection in this case. If the zoom factor of
the optical lens is one, the weak-perspective projection works in
the same way with the orthogonal projection. In addition, it is
well known that one microscopic camera can only reliably mea-
sure one degree-of-freedom (DOF) rotation and 2-DOF trans-
lation [19]. Three microscopic cameras at least are required to
measure the component’s pose in 6-DOF, and it is sure that the
translation measurement for the three microscopic cameras has
redundant information. Thus, in order to effectively fuse the in-
formation extracted by multimicroscopic vision and sufficiently
utilize the redundant information, the vision system needs to be
calibrated.

As the basis of alignment, many pose estimation methods
have been reported based on microscopic cameras. For exam-
ple, a relative pose estimation method based on pattern matching
is proposed in [20]. In [21], a target recognition method-based
oriented fast and rotated brief [22] which has better real-time
performance than template matching and pattern clarification is
also reported. In [23], a relative pose estimation method based
on the CAD model is presented. These methods require the
target components both in the FOV of microscopic vision at
the same time. For long cylindrical components whose axis
scale is at least five as large as its radial scale, this condition
cannot be satisfied. Besides, the systems developed on these
methods normally have one or two cameras. They are more suit-
able for planar assembly, but not suitable for pose estimation
in 6-DOF in 3-D space, because one camera is only sensitive
to one rotation DOF. In [24]–[26], the poses of components
are directly measured in the Cartesian space first and then the
pose differences are computed. The measurement precision ac-
curacy of this method is highly dependent on the calibration
accuracy of the camera intrinsic and extrinsic parameters. Due
to the inherent low DOF and small FOV of microscopic cam-
eras, it is not easy to calibrate these parameters. In our previous
work [13] and [15], relative pose estimation methods for cylin-
drical structure components and thin annular structure silicon
components are presented. In the methods, the relative position
in X- and Y-directions is estimated by a top-view microscopic
camera. Using these methods for alignment for long cylindrical

components, the rotation axes of components need to be parallel
to the optical axis of the top view camera, and this condition
is hard to be guaranteed. The main challenge in relative pose
estimation for long cylindrical components of prism shape with
odd edges is to determine the invisible feature lines for pose
measurement, whose central lines relative to the edge lines pro-
jected on the image plane vary with the projection directions. It
is necessary to develop relative pose estimation method for the
assembly of long cylindrical components.

The motivation of this study is to develop a generalized
and easy-to-implement relative pose estimation method for the
alignment of long cylindrical components with prism shape of
odd edges in the 3-D Cartesian space. The proposed relative
pose estimation method needs the microscopic vision system
calibrated in advance. Apart from the image Jacobian matrices,
the calibration information also involves the direction of the
optical axis of the microscopic cameras, which can be directly
derived from the translation image Jacobian matrix. The pro-
posed relative pose estimation method first measures the relative
orientation errors between components in a coarse-to-fine man-
ner to provide higher orientation measurement accuracy under
multilateral constraints circumstance. Then, the invisible feature
lines of long cylindrical component for relative position mea-
surement are determined. Afterward, the relative position errors
are estimated for the following position alignment. With the
proposed relative pose estimation method, automatic alignment
can be achieved with hardware system configuration require-
ments in which three microscopic cameras, a three translation
DOF manipulator, and a three rotation DOF adjusting platform
are needed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II first
gives an introduction of the system setup and the components
to be aligned. In Section III, the image Jacobian matrices used
in this paper and the techniques to calibrate the optical axis
of microscopic camera are provided. Then, details of relative
pose estimation method are elaborately presented. The align-
ment scheme and procedure for the alignment experiment are
described in Section IV. Section V presents the experiments and
results. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VI.
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Fig. 2. Coordinates system.

II. SYSTEM AND COMPONENTS

A. System Configuration and Calibration

The automated precision alignment system is designed as
given in Fig. 1. It consists of a three translation DOF manip-
ulator, a three rotation DOF adjusting platform, three optical
microscopic cameras, corresponding lighting system, and a host
computer. The three optical axes of the microscopic cameras are
approximately orthogonal to each other. All three microscopic
cameras can be moved along their moving platforms on support
mechanisms to adjust the distance between the objective lens
and components in order to capture clear images. The host com-
puter is used to control the whole alignment procedure including
capturing images from the microscopic cameras, image process-
ing and controlling the adjusting platform, and manipulator to
align the two components.

The coordinates are established, as shown in Fig. 2. The world
coordinates {W} and the manipulating coordinates {M1} are
established on the adjusting platform. Manipulation coordinates
{M2} is established on the manipulator. The camera coordinates
{C1}, {C2}, and {C3} are established with origins being their
optical centers. The X- and Y-axes of {C1}, {C2}, and {C3}
are along u- and v-axes of their images. The Z-axes of {C1},
{C2}, and {C3} point from the origins to the scene.

Image Jacobian matrix is the transformation matrix from
incremental motion of the features in the Cartesian space
to them on images. The image Jacobian matrixes concerned
are rotation matrix J1 and translation matrix J2 and J3 as
given in (1)–(3), respectively. J1 represents the transforma-
tion from incremental rotation of the feature lines in the
Cartesian space to them on images of the three cameras since
the adjusting platform rotates the component A. J2 and J1 rep-
resent the transformation from incremental translation of the
feature points in the Cartesian space to them on images since
the manipulator moves the component B

⎡
⎣

Δθc1
Δθc2
Δθc3

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

J111 J112 J113
J121 J122 J123
J131 J132 J133

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

Δθx

Δθy

Δθz

⎤
⎦ = J1

⎡
⎣

Δθx

Δθy

Δθz

⎤
⎦

(1)
where Δθc1 ,Δθc2 , and Δθc3 are the incremental angles on im-
ages captured by the microscopic cameras 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively; Δθx,Δθy , and Δθz are the incremental rotation angles

of the component A around Xw , Yw , and Zw axis, respectively

[
Δuc1
Δvc1

]
=

[
J211 J212 J213
J221 J222 J223

] ⎡
⎣

Δxm2
Δym2
Δzm2

⎤
⎦ = J2

⎡
⎣

Δxm2
Δym2
Δzm2

⎤
⎦

(2)
⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Δuc2
Δvc2
Δuc3
Δvc3

⎤
⎥⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

J311 J312 J313
J321 J322 J323
J331 J332 J333
J341 J342 J343

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎣

Δxm2
Δym2
Δzm2

⎤
⎦ = J3

⎡
⎣

Δxm2
Δym2
Δzm2

⎤
⎦

(3)

where (Δuc1 ,Δvc1), (Δuc2 ,Δvc2), and (Δuc3 ,Δvc3) are the
coordinates increments of the three feature points on the im-
ages of the microscopic cameras 1, 2, and 3, respectively;
(Δxm2 ,Δym2 ,Δzm2) is the incremental translation of the com-
ponent B moved by the manipulator. Detailed method to cali-
brate image Jacobian matrix is available in [13].

The calibration of the optical axis of microscopic camera is
to obtain the direction vector of the optical axis with respect
to the manipulator coordinates {M2}. According to the definit-
ion of image Jacobian matrix, when a physical feature point is
translated along the optical axis of microscopic camera 2 by
the manipulator, the image coordinates of the feature point keep
constant, which can be expressed by

λ

[
J311 J312 J313
J321 J322 J323

] ⎡
⎣

v2x

v2y

v2z

⎤
⎦ = λJ32V2=

[
0
0

]
(4)

where λ is scale factor, J32 is formed from the upper two rows
of J3 , and V2 = [A2 , B2 , C2]T is the direction vector of the
optical axis of microscopic camera 2 in coordinates {M2}.

Expression (4) can be rewritten as homogeneous linear equa-
tions and J32 is the coefficient matrix of the linear equations.
Normally, the rank of the matrix J32 is 2. Therefore, there is gen-
eral solution for the linear equations. The method to compute the
direction vector of microscopic camera 2 in coordinates {M2}
goes the same with microscopic camera 3 with J32 replaced by
J33 . J33 is formed from the lower two rows of J3 .

Considering the direction vector Vi of the microscopic cam-
era i as an incremental translation moved by the manipulator,
the view direction of the microscopic camera i with respect to
microscopic camera 1, denoted as V′

i , can be computed by

[
ΔuV ′

i

ΔvV ′
i

]
= J2

⎡
⎣

Ai

Bi

Ci

⎤
⎦ (5)

where [ΔuV ′
i

ΔvV ′
i
]T is the direction vector V′

i , i = 2 and 3,
and i is the microscopic camera’s serial number.

B. Components and Task Specification

The components to be aligned are given in Fig. 3.
In the center of the component B is a helix with three
limit levers attached to the helix by 120°. The height of
the component B is 30.0 mm. On the top view, the six cor-
ner points of the limit levers are at a circle with diameter of
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Fig. 3. Component A and component B.

Fig. 4. Top view of the assembled component.

3.0 mm and the diameter of the helix is 1.0 mm. The length of
the chord defined by the corner point P1 and Q1 is 0.6 mm.
The component A is cylindrical structure with three grooves in
the inner wall by 120°. The height of the component A is also
30.0 mm. There is a gap at the topside of the component A
located in the middle of two grooves. Fig. 4 shows the assem-
bled component. The three limit levers are inserted in the three
grooves and the interval between the limit lever and the groove
is 10 μm.

Our task is to realize the alignment of the component A and the
component B in the Cartesian space in 6-DOFs. The alignment
procedure is composed of coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment
and the following position alignment. Detailed description of
the alignment procedure is given in Section IV-B.

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. Feature Extraction for Coarse Relative
Orientation Estimation

In the method, image features mainly are lines selected from
the two components. For orientation measurement, edge lines
are extracted on images captured from microscopic cameras
1, 2, and 3. For position alignment, line features are extracted
and estimated on images captured from microscopic cameras
2 and 3.

Fig. 5 shows the line features of the components A and B
on the images captured by microscopic camera 1. They are
separately extracted from the two images since the image of
component A can be only captured by the microscopic camera
1 when the component B is moved away. As shown in Fig. 5, the
lines Lbr and Lar are extracted using progressive probabilistic

Fig. 5. Line features on images captured by microscopic camera 1 for
coarse-orientation alignment. (a) Component B. (b) Component A.

Fig. 6. Feature lines on image captured by microscopic camera 2 for
orientation alignment.

Hough transform (PPHT) [27] from the edge points detected by
the Canny operator [28] on the images of the two components, r
= 1, 2, and 3. Lbr is the external edge line of the limit levers of
the component B and Lar is the internal edge line of the grooves
of the component A. In this paper, all line equations on image
space are expressed by

Au + Bv + C = 0. (6)

The parameters of line Lbr and Lar are Abr ,Bbr , Cbr ,
Aar , Bar , and Car , r is the line index number, r = 1, 2, 3.
The orientation error Δθc1 for coarse orientation measurement
is computed by

Δθc1 =
1
3

3∑
r=1

[atan2( − Abr ,Bbr ) − atan2( − Aar ,Bar )].

(7)
The line Lib4 , Lib5 , Lia4 , and Lia5 as shown in Fig. 6

are extracted on the images of the two components captured
by the microscopic cameras i, i = 2, 3. Lib4 and Lib5 are
side edge lines of the component B, while Lia4 and Lia5
are the side edge line of the component A. The parameters
of line Libr and Liar on the images of the microscopic cam-
era i are Aibr , Bibr , Cibr , Aiar , Biar , and Cibr , r is the line
index number, r = 4, 5, and i is the camera serial number, i =
2, 3.

The orientation errors Δθc2 and Δθc3 are computed by

Δθci =
1
2

5∑
r=4

[atan2(−Aibr , Bibr ) − atan2(−Aiar , Biar )]

(8)
where i = 2, 3.
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Fig. 7. Line features on image captured by microscopic camera 1 for
fine orientation alignment. (a) Component B. (b) Component A.

The orientation errors Δθc1 ,Δθc2 , and Δθc3 are used for
coarse-orientation estimation. It should be noted that the ori-
entation error Δθc1 describes the average angle differences be-
tween line Lbr and Lar , r = 1, 2, and 3. However, because
the interval between outer edge line of the limit lever and the
inner edge line of the groove is only 10 μm, keeping Δθc1 to
be minimum cannot promise all three limit levers are exactly
involved in the three grooves due to image processing error,
alignment control error, or components manufacturing error.
Therefore, fine-orientation estimation is conducted to achieve
higher measurement precision in orientation around Zw axis.

B. Feature Extraction for Fine Relative
Orientation Estimation

Features concerned for fine-orientation estimation around Zw

axis are extracted from images captured from microscopic cam-
era 1, as shown in Fig. 7.

Lbr is the external edge line of the limit levers of the com-
ponent B, r = 1, 2, and 3, as demonstrated in Fig. 5(a). Lpr

and Lqr are additional lines extracted from the component B for
fine-orientation alignment, r = 1, 2, and 3 and their parameters
are Apr ,Bpr , Cpr , Aqr , Bqr , and Cqr .

Lpr and Lbr intersect with each other on point Pr . The coor-
dinates on image are computed by (9), r = 1, 2, and 3

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

upr =
AprBbrCbr − AbrBbrCpr

AbrAprBbr − A2
brBpr

− Cbr

vpr =
AbrCpr − AprCbr

AprBbr − AbrBpr

(9)

where (upr , vpr ) are the coordinates of Pr , r = 1, 2, and 3. Lqr

and Lbr , intersect with each other on point Qr . Similarly, the
coordinates, (uqr , vqr ), of Qr can be computed.

The projection region of the component A on images captured
by microscopic camera 1, here denoted as R, is segmented using
an Ostu method [29]. The R is a set of pixels. The target of
fine-orientation alignment is to make sure that no Pr or Qr is

involved in R, r = 1, 2, and 3. Since Pr , Qr , and R are extracted
from different images captured from microscopic camera 1, Pr

and Qr first need be translated to make the sum of the distance
from point Pr and Qr to line Lar , as expressed by (10), be
minimum

S(ut, vt) =
3∑

r=1

|Aar (upr − ut) + Bar (vpr − vt) + Car |√
A2

ar + B2
ar

+
3∑

r=1

|Aar (uqr − ut) + Bar (vqr − vt) + Car |√
A2

ar + B2
ar

(10)

where ut and vt are the translation factor along u1- and v1-axis
on image, r = 1, 2, and 3. The resolution of (10) is given as

min
ut ,vt

S = S(ut, vt)
∣∣∣∣ ∂ S 2

∂ u t
=0, ∂ S 2

∂ v t
=0.

(11)

After translation, Pr and Qr should not be involved in R

at the same time since there is a 10 μm interval between the
limit lever and the groove. The orientation error Δθc1 for fine-
orientation alignment is computed by Equation (12) as shown
at the bottom of the page, where ε is a fixed value, which is
set based on the image processing repeatability of orientation
feature extraction.

C. Feature Extraction for Relative Position Estimation

Line features used for position alignment is computed after
orientation alignment is finished on images captured from mi-
croscopic camera i, i is the microscopic camera’s serial number,
and i = 2, 3. Since the component B is nonaxis-symmetrical
structure from side view as shown in Fig. 8, while the compo-
nent A is cylindrical structure, the side edge lines of component
A on images captured by microscopic cameras 2 and 3 cannot be
directly used to align with the side edge lines of component B.

The side edge lines Lib4 and Lib45 of the component B are
used for position alignment. To confirm the corresponding line
features of the component A used for position alignment, we
first calculate the coordinates of intersection, P′

r and Q′
r , of

line Lpr and Lar , line Lqr and Lar , denoted as (u′
pr , v

′
pr ) and

(u′
qr , v

′
qr ), using the method in (9), r = 1, 2, and 3.

In Fig. 8, V′
i is the view direction of the microscopic camera

i with respect to the image coordinates of microscopic camera
1, i = 2, 3. Viewing the component B from V′

i , the left-most
point of Pr and Qr is the projection of line Lib4 ; the right-most
point of Pr and Qr is the projection of line Lib5 . Similarly,
viewing the component A from V′

i , the left-most point of P′
r

and Q′
r is the projection of line Lis1 ; the right-most point of

P′
r and Q′

r is the projection of line Lis2 , as shown in Fig. 8,
i is the microscopic camera’s serial number, i = 2, 3. After

ΔθC 1 =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

ε R ∩ {P1 , P2 , P3} �= ∅ and R ∩ {Q1 , Q2 , Q3} = ∅

0 R ∩ {P1 , P2 , P3} = ∅ and R ∩ {Q1 , Q2 , Q3} = ∅

−ε R ∩ {P1 , P2 , P3} = ∅ and R ∩ {Q1 , Q2 , Q3} �= ∅

(12)
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Fig. 8. Line features for position alignment.

Fig. 9. Alignment Scheme.

fine-orientation alignment, the right-most/left-most point of P′
r

and Q′
r is the nearest point on the component A to the right-

most/left-most point of Pr and Qr viewing from microscopic
camera 1. Therefore, Lis1 and Lis2 are the feature lines of the
component A used for position alignment. However, compared
with line Lib4 and Lib5 , Lis1 and Lis2 cannot be extracted
directly on image. Indeed, Lis1 and Lis2 are estimated based on
V′

i .
The coordinates of Pr and Qr , P′

r and Q′
r viewing from V′

i

are first converted from coordinates {I1} to coordinates {I1C i}
by (13) in order to determine the right-most/left-most point. {I1}
is image coordinates of camera 1 and {I1C i} is the transformed
image coordinates formed with V′

i

[
ū
v̄

]
=

[
ΔuV ′

i
ΔvV ′

i

−ΔvV ′
i

ΔuV ′
i

] [
u
v

]
(13)

where (u, v) is the image coordinate in {I1}, (ū, v̄) is the image
coordinate in {I1C i}, and [ΔuV ′

i
ΔvV ′

i
]T is the direction vector

V′
i .
Then, converted coordinates of Pr and Qr , P′

r and Q′
r in the

coordinates {I1C } are (ūpr , v̄pr ), (ūqr , v̄qr ), (ū′
pr , v̄′

pr ) and
(ū′

qr , v̄′
qr ), r = 1, 2, 3. Then, the converted Pr or Qr with

the largest/smallest v coordinate is the left-/right-most point,

while the converted point P′
r or Q′

r with the largest/smallest v′

coordinate is the left-/right-most point.
The projection of Lia4 and Lia5 on image captured by micro-

scopic camera 1 is the intersection of the outer counter of the
component A and the line parallel to vci and going through the
center of the outer counter, here denoted as QiL and QiR .

The parameters of line Lis1 and Lis2 are Aisr , Bisr , and Cisr ,
i is the microscopic camera’s serial number, i = 2, 3, r is the line
index number, r = 1, 2. Based on the image Jacobian matrix,
the displacement vector of L2s1 relative to L2a4 , L3s1 relative
to L3a4 can be computed by

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Δu2s1

Δv2s1

Δu3s1

Δv3s1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=J3J+
2

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ū′
2pq − ū2QL

v̄′
2pq − v̄2QL

ū′
3pq − ū3QL

v̄′
3pq − v̄3QL

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(14)

where [Δu2s1 ,Δv2s1 ]T is the displacement vector of L2s1 rela-
tive to L2a4 , [Δu3s1 ,Δv3s1 ]T is the displacement vector of L3s1
relative to L3a4 , (ū′

2pq , v̄
′
2pq ) and (ū′

3pq , v̄
′
3pq ) are the coordi-

nates of left-most point of P′
r and Q′

r in coordinates {I1c2} and
{I1c3} formed from V′

2 and V′
3 , respectively, and (ū2QL , v̄2QL )

and (ū3QL , v̄3QL ) are the coordinates of Q2L and Q3L in coor-
dinates {I1c2} and {I1c3}, respectively. Similarly, the displace-
ment vector [Δu2s2 ,Δv2s2 ]T of L2s2 relative to L2a5 , and the
displacement vector [Δu3s2 ,Δv3s2 ]T of L3s2 relative to L3a5 ,
can be computed.

Once the displacement vectors are calculated, the line param-
eter Cis1 and Cis2 of the line Lis1 and Lis2 are determined with
Ais1 = Aia4 , Bis1 = Bia4 , Ais2 = Aia5 , and Bis2 = Bia5 . Af-
terward, the position features Δuc2 ,Δvc2 ,Δuc3 , and Δvc3 are
computed by

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Δuci =
1
2

(
Cia4

Aia4
+

[Δuis1 Δvis1 ]
Aia4

[
Aia4

Bia4

]
+

Cia5

Aia5

+
[Δuis2 Δvis2 ]

Aia5

[
Aia5

Bia5

]
− Cib4

Aib4
− Cib5

Aib5

)

Δvci = 0
(15)

where i = 2, 3.
In (15), Δvci is set to be zero manually because line Lis1 ,

Lis2 , Lib4 , and Lib5 are approximately orthogonal to the u-axis
of the image coordinates.

IV. AUTOMATIC ALIGNMENT

A. Alignment Scheme

With the relative pose estimation method proposed above,
the alignment of long cylindrical components in 3-D space with
6-DOFs is achieved with a two-stage alignment scheme: the
coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment and the position alignment,
as shown in Fig. 9 The coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment
aligns one component to the other in three rotation DOFs, while
the position alignment align the components in three translation
DOFs. Based on the components proposed in this paper, detailed
alignment scheme is given as following.
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Fig. 10. Alignment Procedure.

The coarse-orientation alignment is to align the component
A to the component B by rotating the adjusting platform in
coordinates {M1}, which mainly achieves precision orientation
alignment in XM 1 - and YM 1-axis, and coarse-orientation align-
ment in ZM 1-axis. The target of fine-orientation alignment is
mainly to achieve precision orientation alignment in ZM 1-axis.
The expression (12) cannot tell the angle difference directly
since it only offers the error direction information. By rotating
the component A around the rotation axis of the component A
with a fixed rotation step length, the position of the translated
point Pr and Qr can be modified precisely in the condition they
do not involve in the R, while the orientation errors Δθc2 and
Δθc3 are kept unchanged.

After the coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment, the feature line
Lis1 and Lis2 of the component A used for position alignment
is determined and estimated using the view direction vector V′

i

discussed in Section III-B. The position alignment is to align the
component B to the component A by moving the manipulator
along the XM 2- and YM 2-axis in coordinates {M2}.

B. Alignment Procedure

The alignment of the two components A and B is separated
to coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment and position alignment,
both of which are achieved via visual servo control based on the
image Jacobian matrix. The whole alignment process is given
in Fig. 10.

First of all in the procedure, the initial poses of the two
components are manually adjusted to adequate status. In other
words, the component B can be captured clear images by
the three microscopic cameras and the component A can be
captured clear images by the microscopic cameras 2 and 3.
The line Lbr , Lpr , and Lqr are extracted from the images

of the component B captured by the microscopic cameras 1.
Their parameters Abr ,Bbr , Apr , Bpr , Aqr , and Bqr are ob-
tained, r = 1, 2, and 3. The line L2b4 , L2b5 , L3b4 , and
L3b5 are extracted from the images of the component B cap-
tured by microscopic cameras 2 and 3, and their parameters
of A2b4 , B2b4 , A2b5 , B2b5 , A3b4 , B3b4 , A4b5 , and B4b5 are ob-
tained. Then, the component B is moved away automatically,
which is out of the views of the three microscopic cameras.
The microscopic camera 1 is moved down an adequate dis-
tance to make images of the component A clear. The line
Lar is extracted from images of the component A captured
by the microscopic camera 1, r = 1, 2, and 3. The parame-
ters Aar and Bar are obtained. The line L2a4 , L2a5 , L3a4 , and
L3a5 are extracted from the images of the component A cap-
tured by microscopic cameras 2 and 3, and their parameters
of A2a4 , B2a4 , A2a5 , B2a5 , A2a4 , B2a4 , A2a5 , and B2a5 are ob-
tained. Then, Δθc2 and Δθc3 are computed with (8) and Δθc1
for coarse-orientation alignment is computed with (7). The ori-
entations of the component A are adjusted by the adjusting
platform to realize the coarse-orientation alignment according
to the errors Δθc1 ,Δθc2 , and Δθc3 .

After coarse-orientation alignment, the coordinates of the cor-
ner points of the limit levers of the component B is computed
by (9) and the pixel set R of the component A is segmented
on image. In addition, the line Lar is extracted from images of
the component A captured by the microscopic camera 1, r = 1,
2, and 3 again. Afterward, compute the translation factor intro-
duced in (10) by (11). Then, compute Δθc1 for fine-orientation
alignment, and the orientation of the component A is adjusted
with the adjusting platform to realize the fine-orientation align-
ment.

After the coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment is finished, the
coordinates of the projection points of feature lines of the com-
ponent A on images captured by microscopic camera 1 are com-
puted. The displacement vectors of feature line Lis1 relative to
edge line Lia4 , feature line Lis2 relative to edge line Lia5 are
calculated by (14), i are the microscopic camera’s serial number,
i = 2, 3. Afterward, the feature line Lis1 and Lis2 are determined
and their parameters Aisr , Bisr , and Cisr are obtained, r = 1, 2.
The microscopic camera 1 is moved up an adequate distance and
the component B is moved into the view of the microscopic cam-
eras 2 and 3. The line L2b4 , L2b5 , L3b4 , and L3b5 are extracted
from the images of the component B captured by microscopic
cameras 2 and 3, and their parameters of A2b4 , B2b4 , A3b5 , and
B3b5 are obtained. Then, Δuc2 ,Δvc2 ,Δuu3 , and Δvc3 are com-
puted by (15). The position of the component B is adjusted by
the manipulator to realize the position alignment according to
the errors Δuc2 ,Δvc2 ,Δuc3 , and Δvc3 . The position alignment
is finished once the position errors on image are less than the
given threshold.

The controllers used for coarse-orientation alignment and po-
sition alignment are both PI controllers. Both the manipulator
and the operation platform are driven by stepper motors. Since
the control object of the system can be described as a first-order
inertia element and a first-order integral element, the system
can be viewed as a second-order system. Therefore, with the PI
parameters being selected properly, the stability of the system
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Fig. 11. Diagram of the alignment control system, fd1 , fd2 and f1 ,
f2 are the expected and current relative orientation features, fd3 and
f3 are the expected and current relative position features of the two
components.

Fig. 12. Experiment system.

can be guaranteed. Kp1 and Ki1 are the proportional coefficient
and integral coefficient of the coarse-orientation alignment con-
troller, while Kp3 and Ki3 are the controller parameters for
position alignment. Detailed controller design method can be
found in our previous works in [13] and [30]. The block di-
agram for the control system is given by Fig. 11, in which a
procedure controller is deployed to determine which substage,
such as the coarse-orientation alignment, the fine-orientation
alignment, and the position alignment, is working currently.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experiment System

An experiment system was established according to the
scheme given in Section II-B, as shown in Fig. 12. In this
experiment system, there were three microscopic cameras in-
cluding two GC2450 cameras and one PointGrey camera. All
three cameras equipped with Navitar zoom lens with magni-
fication 0.47–4.5×, which captured images 15 frames/s with
image size of 2448 × 2050 in pixel. The adjusting platform was
composed Micos WT-100 for rotation around Xw - and Yw -axis
and Sigma SGSP-40YAW for rotation around Zw -axis. The ro-
tating resolution of the adjusting platform was 0.02° around
Zw -axis, 0.001° around Xw - and Yw -axis, the translation reso-

lution was 1 μm. The manipulator was Suguar KWG06030-G,
whose translation resolution was 1 μm along Xw -, Yw - and Zw -
axis, respectively. All three microscopes were placed on Sigma
SGSP26-50 to move along their optical axes. The CPU of host
computer was Intel Core2 DUO with frequency of 2.8 GHz.

B. System Calibration

The image Jacobian matrixes J1 , J1 , and J1 were calibrated
with the method presented in [13], which were given as follow-
ing:

J1 =

⎡
⎢⎣

0.0324 −0.0041 −1.1248

1.2243 0.0106 −0.0214

0.1436 −0.8846 0.1359

⎤
⎥⎦

J2 =

[−0.3285 −0.3828 −0.0862

−0.3839 0.3389 −0.0701

]
pixel/μm

J3 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.1111 −0.0840 0.0081

0.0071 −0.0003 −0.1561

−0.0952 −0.1248 0.0018

−0.0001 0.0069 −0.1782

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

pixel/μm.

(16)

Additional experiments were conducted to validate the pre-
cision of the Jacobian matrices. First, the component A was
actively rotated around Xw -axis for 1.00°, while its orienta-
tion around YW - and ZW -axis was kept unchanged. The angle
differences measured were −0.03°, 1.20°, and 0.16° by micro-
scopic cameras 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Therefore, the orien-
tation changes of the component A were calculated with the
inverse of J1 to be 0.98° around Xw -axis, −0.02°around Yw -
axis, and 0.06° around Zw -axis.

Similarly, the component B was actively translated along
XM 2-axis for 150 μm, while its position along YM 2-axis and
ZM 2-axis was kept unchanged. The coordinate differences of
the feature points extracted from cameras 2 and 3 were (16.7,
1.1) pixel and (−14.3, 0.1) pixel, respectively. Therefore, the po-
sition changes of the component B were calculated with inverse
of J3 to be 150.3 μm for XM 2-axis, −0.2 μm for YM 2-axis and
−0.5 μm for ZM 2-axis.

The validation experiments demonstrate that the precision for
orientation measurement was 0.1° and the precision for position
measurement was 1 μm.

As discussed in Section III-B, the direction vectors V2 and
V3 of the optical axes of the microscopic cameras 2 and 3 with
respect to the manipulator coordinates {M2} were calibrated
with (4). Their values were

V2 =
[
−5.0535 −5.5885 1

]T

V3 =
[
4.9828 −3.6540 1

]T
. (17)

The view directions V′
2 and V3

′of the microscopic cameras
2 and 3 with respect to microscopic camera 1 were computed
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Fig. 13. Experimental results in alignment: (a) Orientation errors in
coarse-orientation alignment, (b) distances from points involved in R to
groove lines Lar , and (c) position errors in position alignment.

TABLE I
DISPLACEMENT VECTORS

L i s 1 and L i s 2 relative to L i a 4 and L i a 5 Displacement Vector

[Δu2 s 1 , Δv2 s 1 ]T [81.68, −9.21]T

[Δu3 s 1 , Δv3 s 1 ]T [−34.05, 3.84]T

[Δu2 s 2 , Δv2 s 2 ]T [47.05, 6.59]T

[Δu3 s 2 , Δv3 s 2 ]T [−43.31, −6.07]T

Fig. 14. Images in different stages, image captured by (a) microscopic
camera 1, (b) microscopic camera 2 and (c) microscopic camera 3 be-
fore alignment, (d) microscopic camera 1, (e) microscopic camera 2,
and (f) microscopic camera 3 after coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment,
(g) microscopic camera 1, (h) microscopic camera 2, and (i) microscopic
camera 3 after position alignment.

directly with the result given in

V′
2 =

[
−0.9999

0.0064

]

V′
3 =

[
−0.1005
−0.9951

]
. (18)

C. Alignment Experiment

In the alignment experiments, the features were extracted as
described in Section III-C. The threshold for the Canny operator
was 100. The angle step length in PPHT for line detection was set
to 0.05°, and the angle variation was limited in a small range of
10°. The PI control parameters were evaluated as follows Kp1 =
0.18, Ki1 = 0.55,Kp3 = 0.25, Ki3 = 0.65, and the ε for fine-
orientation alignment was set 0.03°. The ε was set based on the
image processing repeatability of orientation feature extraction.
The expected aligning accuracy was 0.2° for orientation and
5 μm for position. The coarse-orientation alignment finished
once the angle errors were less than 0.1° around Xw -, Yw -,
and Zw -axis. The fine-orientation alignment finished once Δθc1
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TABLE II
ADJUSTING STEPS AND CONVERGENCE ERRORS IN TEN EXPERIMENTS

Step Errors

Orientation Alignment

no Coarse Fine Position
Alignment

Orientation Δθx ,
Δθy , Δθz (Degree)

Position Δxm 2 ,
Δym 2 , Δzm 2 (um)

1 7 4 8 0.04, −0.07, 0.01 1.2, −0.6, 1.7
2 8 2 8 −0.01, 0.04, 0.07 0.3, 1.6, −0.9
3 7 3 7 0.02, 0.06, −0.01 −0.6, 1.8, 1.1
4 9 1 9 0.07, 0.04, −0.03 −1.5, 0.7, 0.4
5 6 5 8 0.04, −0.07, 0.01 −1.1, 0.5, 0.7
6 8 3 11 −0.01, 0.08, 0.04 1.3, −0.9, 1.2
7 8 2 9 0.08, −0.07, 0.03 0.4, −0.5, 1.6
8 9 2 8 0.05, 0.06, −0.07 1.5, 1.1, −0.7
9 7 4 10 −0.06, −0.02, 0.08 0.3, −1.8, 0.7
10 9 3 7 0.02, −0.07, 0.04 0.9, −1.3, 1.5

computed by (12) was 0. The position alignment finished once
the position errors of the component B relative to component A
were less than 2 μm in Cartesian space along Xw -, Yw -, and
Zw -axis.

The alignment experiments including coarse-orientation
alignment, fine-orientation alignment, and position alignment
were well conducted more than 40 times with the proposed
method in Section IV. Experimental results in one experiment
were given in Fig. 13. Fig. 13(a) showed the relative orienta-
tion errors in coarse-orientation alignment. Fig. 13(b) showed
the distances from points involved in R to groove lines Lar in
fine-orientation alignment. Fig. 13(c) showed the relative po-
sition errors in position alignment. With seven control steps,
the orientation errors after coarse-orientation alignment around
Xw -, Yw - and Zw -axis were 0.04°, −0.07°, and 0.01°, re-
spectively. After coarse-orientation alignment, Δθc1 for fine-
orientation alignment was computed. With four control steps,
fine-orientation alignment is finished, and no limited lever cor-
ners were involved in the pixel set R. Since (12) did not measure
the relative orientation error around ZW -axis quantitatively, the
distances from points Pr and Qr , which were involved in R,
to groove lines Par in fine-orientation alignment were given in
Fig. 13(b). In the fine-orientation alignment, the points P2 and
P3 were involved in R. Fig. 13(b) showed the distance from the
point P2 to the line La2 and the distance from the point P3 to
the line La3 varied from positive to negative, and the point P2
and P3 were moved gradually from inside R to outside R. The
negative distance in Fig. 13(b) meant the points were outside
the R.

After the coarse-to-fine-orientation alignment, the displace-
ments of Lis1 and Lis2 relative to Lia4 and Lia5 were computed,
i = 2, 3. The results were list in Table I.

With eight steps, the position errors along Xw -, Yw - and Zw -
axis were 1.2, −0.6, and 1.7 μm, respectively. It can be seen
from Fig. 13 that the whole control progress was performed
smoothly and stably in alignment.

Fig. 14 showed the images captured by the three microscopic
cameras before alignment, after coarse-to-fine-orientation

alignment, and position alignment in one alignment experiment.
It can be found that the alignment achieved good results.

Ten times experiments under different initial conditions were
well conducted. Table II showed the experimental results in-
cluding the adjusting steps of alignment adjustment and the
final adjusting convergence errors. The final orientation errors
and the position errors were computed by the relative image
feature errors and the image Jacobian matrix. The results in
Table II demonstrated that the alignment of the long cylindri-
cal component in 6-DOFs can be realized based on the relative
pose estimation method in high repeatability with the orientation
error less than 0.1° and the position error less than 2 μm.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this paper is the relative pose estima-
tion method for long cylindrical components in 3-D Cartesian
space with 6-DOF based on multimicroscopic vision. The axial
dimension of the components is at least five times as large as
their radial dimension so that they cannot be entirely perceived
by the side-view cameras. The long cylindrical components are
of prism shape with odd edges, whose central lines relative to
the edge lines projected on the image plane vary with the projec-
tion directions. The main challenge in relative pose estimation
is to determine the invisible feature lines for pose measurement.
The relative pose estimation method proposed in this paper
first estimates the relative orientation between components in
a coarse-to-fine manner to provide higher orientation measure-
ment accuracy. After the orientation alignment is finished, fea-
ture lines for position estimation are determined and the relative
position between components is then estimated. The approach
to determine the invisible feature lines for relative position error
measurement between components is also presented. With the
proposed relative pose estimation method, the alignment of long
cylindrical components can be achieved with hardware system
configuration requirements in which three microscopic cameras,
a three translational DOFs manipulator, and a three rotational
DOFs adjusting platform are needed.

After alignment, a part (roughly 10% length) of the compo-
nent B is inserted into the component A to verify whether the
alignment errors were acceptable, by translating the component
A along its rotation axis directly, and the successful rate in 40
insertion experiments is 100%.

In future, our work will be focused on the intelligent control
methods in the insertion process of long cylindrical components.
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